Abstract. We introduce the Singleton bounds for codes over a finite commutative quasi-Frobenius ring.
Introduction
Let R be a finite commutative quasi-Frobenius (QF) ring (see [1] ), and let V := R n be the free module of rank n consisting of all n-tuples of elements of R. A code C of length n over R is an R-submodule of V . An element of C is called a codeword of C.
In this paper, we will use a general notion of weight, abstracted from the Hamming, the Lee and the Euclidean weights. For every x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ V and r ∈ R, the complete weight of x is defined by
To define a general weight function w(x), let a r , (0 =)r ∈ R, be positive real numbers, and set a 0 = 0. Set
If we set a r = 1, (0 =)∀r ∈ R, then w(x) is just the Hamming weight of x. For later use, we denote
For example, if R = Z 4 = {0, 1, 2, 3}, then setting a 1 = a 3 = 1 and a 2 = 2 yields the Lee weight, while setting a 1 = a 3 = 1 and a 2 = 4 yields the Euclidean weight.
The minimum weight of a code C, denoted by d, is
We make the important (and elementary) observation that
The inner product of vectors
The dual code of C is defined by
The following proposition is well-known as the Singleton bound (see [4] ).
Proposition 1 Let C be a linear [n, k, d]-code over GF(q), where d is the minimum
Hamming weight of C. Then,
The main purpose of this paper is to find a similar bound for the minimum weight of a general weight function w(x) over R.
Singleton bound
For a submodule D of V and a subset M ⊆ N = {1, 2, . . . , n}, let
is a submodule of V , and |V (M)| = |R| |M| . It is also the case that |D| = |D * | for any submodule of V . The following lemma is essential. (There is a similar result over GF(q) in [6] ).
Lemma 1 Let C be a code of length n over R and M ⊆ N . Then there is an exact sequence of R-modules:
where the maps inc, res denote the inclusion map, restriction map, respectively, and the map f is defined by f : y → (ŷ : x → x, y ).
Proof:
The exactness of the sequence at C ⊥ (M) and at V (M) is clear. That the map res is surjective follows from R being an injective module over itself (the meaning of R being QF).
Clearly we note that Im f ⊆ ker(res). Conversely, if we take any λ ∈ ker(res), then
Note that V → C * ; v →v is surjective, so there exists y ∈ V with λ =ŷ. For any
Thus the sequence is also exact at C * , and the lemma follows. 2
We remark that we can prove the MacWilliams identity for codes over Z 4 ([3] ) by using Lemma 1 (there are similar results over GF(q) in [5] and [6] ).
Using the above lemma, we establish the Singleton bound for a general weight function over R. Hence the theorem follows.
